
Reset

10 TIPS TO 

START YOUR 

5-DAY 

CLEANSE 



10 TIPS

Plan to fill the next FIVE DAYS with YOU TIME!!! Think about dropping the social 
schedule and really focusing on the task at hand - YOU! 

Clear your space of negative food clutter, aka. put the snacks somewhere out of 
sight!!! What you don't see can't hurt you, and for the next five days you'll be 
staring into the eyes of carrots, kale, and SMOOTHIES. Soon you'll learn to love 
the colours of the rainbow and all their nutrients. 

Reduce television time. Seriously, the boob tube isn't doing anyone any favours - 
not your boobs, and definitely not your butt!!! Besides, who needs to see juicy 
burgers on TV when you're on a smoothie cleanse? #nothankyou 

Meditate. Did you know even ONE MINUTE of meditation has been proved to reduce 
stress and bring more awareness to our day? Find the time to integrate a 1-30 
minute meditation into your 5 day routine. 

Fill your fridge with bright and colourful fruits and veggies!! TIP: pair these 
fruits and veggies with a protein for the perfect balanced snack that will sustain 
your lasting energy!! 

Go easy on the coffee. We suggest one (delicious and cherished) cup of coffee a day 
throughout the 5 Day Reset. How could we be so mean? Coffee stimulates our adrenals 
and wreaks havoc on our blood sugar levels, leaving us jittery, craving sugar, and 
hungrier than normal. 

Hydrate! Water is your best friend, and herbal tea is your favourite Aunt. Indulge 
in both! 

Get outside. Daily walks outside (even 5 minutes) will reduce anxiety and stress, 
increase overall calorie burn, and distract you from food cravings. Not to mention, 
nature is the best medicine.  

Find a friend who wants to RESET with you! Our tribe is all about support, 
motivation, and accountability...nothing like having your BFF talk you out of that 
chocolate bar or dragging you to the gym. After all, what else are best friends 
for! 

Skip the booze. Yes, wine counts! 5 days without alcohol will give your liver a 
rest, allow your body to properly hydrate,and level out your blood sugar levels. 
Not to mention, reduce your hangover cravings,hold you accountable to food choices, 
and reduce your overall calorie intake! Face it, you know we're right on this one. 

HAVE FUN   .   DIVE IN  .   COMMIT  .   BE PROUD
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